ABSTRACT With the exponential growth in areas of machine intelligence, the world has witnessed promising solutions to the personalized content recommendation. The ability of interactive learning agents to make optimal decisions in dynamic environments has been proven and very well conceptualized by reinforcement learning (RL). The learning characteristics of deep-bidirectional recurrent neural networks (DBRNN) in both positive and negative time directions has shown exceptional performance as generative models to generate sequential data in supervised learning tasks. In this paper, we harness the potential of the said two techniques and propose EmoWare (emotion-aware), a personalized, emotionally intelligent video recommendation engine, employing a novel context-aware collaborative filtering approach, where the intensity of users' spontaneous non-verbal emotional response toward the recommended video is captured through interactions and facial expressions analysis for decision-making and video corpus evolution with real-time feedback streams. To account for users' multidimensional nature in the formulation of optimal policies, RL-scenarios are enrolled using on-policy (SARSA) and off-policy (Q-learning) temporal-difference learning techniques, which are used to train DBRNN to learn contextual patterns and to generate new video sequences for the recommendation. System evaluation for a month with real users shows that the EmoWare outperforms the state-of-the-art methods and models users' emotional preferences very well with stable convergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Affective computing is an academic discipline which is empowering machines to acquire human-like characteristics. Among many non-verbal and involuntary channels through which humans express themselves, facial expressions hold paramount importance. Studies such as [31] , [32] have shown that Human-Machine Affective Interaction has been proving considerable results in learning and responding towards affective stimuli in natural and uncontrolled environments. If such learning agents are trained congruously, the performance of the recommendation systems can greatly be improved.
Automatic video recommendation is one of those considerable challenges. A lot of video sharing platforms with
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admirable recommendation algorithms such as YouTube's deep neural nets [9] , Netflix's recommender system [10] , etc., have been devised to deliver preferred content to the user but the growing number of applications are not just limited to serve the purpose of entertainment. Recommender systems are constantly getting used in domains such as eLearning, Healthcare, etc., for education, streamlining communications, monitoring psychological behavior of patients in music & video based therapies, in psychotherapies, in multi-modal systems etc., where recommendations heavily rely on users' history and other metadata. However, limitations still exist if the decision making is considered in real time.
It has been observed that search criteria of users are largely moods and emotional state driven [33] - [35] , hence their preferences change over time with a high degree of fluctuations. For instance, consider a viewer who is in a happy mood and searching for happy/joyful videos. Unless the viewer explicitly knows what to search, according to the intensity of the happy emotional state, a system might not suggest apt content to reconcile the viewer's expectations. Similarly, imagine a viewer exploring scary movies and without knowing the extent of horror among his/her shortlisted content, he/she ends up watching one which was not scary for him/her at all. We also strongly believe that preferences have a logical and inevitable dependency on context with possibilities to have short-term trends but a recurring seasonality. For example, viewers can have totally different behavior during weekends as compared to working days, routine work can trigger repeated sequential patterns in preferences, different parts of a day can have different moods and hence different preferences, etc. So the problem can be condensed as: ''Can personalized recommendation get smart enough to identify and serve the exact content''?
There has been a lot of advancement in emotion-based information and data retrieval such as music [36] , [37] , images [38] where agents make decisions to suit the user's mood efficiently. However, to the best of our knowledge, previous studies have mainly focused on training models or taking decisions based on global emotion label of previously visited contents, either considering only a few previous interactions or using global watched history to identify the domain of interest. But no automatic video recommendation systems take into account the intensity of different emotions present in videos, the emotional impact created on user, taking decisions based on streaming facial expressions data (throughout video length), the temporal patterns in which the videos are searched and watched along with changing contextual information of users in real time.
Asserting that recommendation is a continuous optimization process, in this work, we incorporate the temporal human nature, highlight the impact of intensities of different emotions and give a comparative and in-depth study of the learning trends of two coupled (RNN powered RL) algorithms namely RNN+SARSA and RNN+Q-Learning to solve the above-stated problem. They are designated so because the optimal policies generated by RL algorithms (SARSA and Q-Learning) are used by RNN for state sequence learning and generating new sequences which are again used by RL for optimization. The framework is an instance of a context-aware collaborative filtering approach to solve the present video recommendation systems' shortcomings using real-time algorithms. Our system slowly evolves its Dataset using feedback collected from multiple users into more precise annotations to learn general and specific users' behavior w.r.t emotions. Evaluation of the system based on the proposed methodology demonstrates that RNN+Q-Learning algorithm is effective in learning exploratory-users behavior while RNN+SARSA algorithm performs well in modeling exploitative-users.
To summarize, the major contributions of this paper which differ from existing work, are as follows:
• Firstly, unlike the decoupled behavior of RNN and RL, the hybrid employed algorithm can best capture the long-term context-aware sequential information to model states representation for RL which in turn provides best possible short-term dynamic behavior's sequence representation to RNN.
• Secondly, the video annotation technique provides continuous affective annotations on basic emotions from a large number of users through crowd-sourcing.
• Thirdly, the implicit feedback mechanism through live video streams not only provides annotations for the system's initial dataset but also helps to identify video segments with strong emotions. Thus strengthening the system for video summarization.
• Finally, the introduction of a dynamic mood based and context-aware recommendation system with a new criterion for searching and filtering based on emotional intensity in videos. Organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Section II provides the related work on existing affective computational models. Section III highlights the main system constituents and describes the proposed EmoWare's framework in detail. Section IV explicates the experimental setup, obtained results, and analysis. Finally, in Section V, we conclude the paper with future directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Research on dynamic user modeling for affective recommendation exists for various applications. Ardissono and Torasso [49] proposed an unobtrusive user behavior analysis system for dynamic user modeling in web store shells. In [50] , ontology-based multi-agent dynamic user profile modeling is performed using short-term and long-term interests. Further, social media systems, considered by Yin et al. [48] for dynamic user modeling and recommendation, used intrinsic interests and temporal context-aware mixture models. But these work were neither designed for multimedia content recommendation systems nor used affective features for the recommendation.
Li et al. [51] considered the e-commerce scenario and proposed a hybrid encoder using a neural networks framework for session-based recommendation system. But the number of item attributes considered were very less with the absence of some of the very important ones including price relations and item categories. Quadrana et al. [57] introduced a hierarchical recurrent neural networks architecture for personalizing session-based recommendations using cross-session information transfer but the absence of automatic feature extraction for model training was a major drawback.
Moreover, there are several studies on sequential data modeling too. Smironova and Vasile [16] proposed sequential modeling for recommendation using contextual recurrent neural networks but the approach cannot be extended to realtime video recommendation since they performed the test on the YouChoose dataset. Donkers et al. [52] used gated recurrent unit to optimize the sequential user-based recommendations but failed to deliver acceptable performance if the user's consumption sequence is short. Li et al. [17] proposed a hybrid model that combines deep q-network with LSTM to learn the representation of hidden states. Berglund et al. [14] proposed probabilistic interpretations of bidirectional RNNs that is used to reconstruct missing gaps efficiently with complex dynamics. Ko et al. [53] used both collaborative filtering and language modeling for applications like music and mobility prediction using collaborative recurrent neural networks. But these work did not perform emotion/mood analysis for dynamic user recommendation.
Considering neuro-dynamic environments, Simkins et al. [4] used reinforcement learning technique to derive behavior from personality where they used traittheoretic personality models as reinforcement learning agents. But they tested only on Atkinson's computational models. Olabiyi et al. [15] used bidirectional RNNs for driver action prediction. Zhao et al. [54] proposed deep recommender system framework using pair-wise deep reinforcement learning for recommendations with negative feedback. Temporal orders and positive feedback are not at all considered for recommendation. Wang et al. [55] proposed exploration and exploitation trade-off as a reinforcement learning task for personalized music recommendation. But most of the above-mentioned works did not consider the affective components in the design of their recommendation system.
In the comprehensive domain of multimedia content recommendation, several works [3] , [55] , [56] introducing various state-of-the-art techniques have been published where this broad domain is targeted with varied multimedia contents and affective state representations, we summarize some of the key existing work along with their merits and limitations on dynamic user modeling for multimedia content recommendation system in Table 1 . Other methods include, a change in emotional intensity before and after watching videos [5] , building user personality models [4] , video affective content analysis including spontaneous response and emotional descriptors [3] etc. Furthermore, the effect of induced emotions in viewers plays a vital role in affective modeling and plenty of research on automatic machine generated predictions for ''intended elicited emotions in humans'' VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. EmoWare's proposed system architecture.
has although accomplished many milestones using audiovisual features [25] , [26] , implicit video emotion tagging using audiences' facial expression though Bayesian Network [65] , affective image analysis based on perception subjectivity [67] - [70] , scientific analysis of speech in phonetics such as in Praat [28] , text-based extractions of tones and emotions such as IBM Watson's Tone Analyzer [27] , but these techniques have certain drawbacks relative to approaches and techniques such as long-term context-aware information extraction, effect of continuous affective dynamics, reinforcing factors using implicit feedback mechanisms and real-time decision making using contextual information.
So to address the aforementioned limitations, we proposed EmoWare, a dynamic user modeling framework for video content recommendation using recurrent neural networks and reinforcement learning.
III. EMO WARE
EmoWare (Emotion-Aware), is an emotional intelligence driven video recommendation system, by far, the first of its kind. In this section, we first accord its system overview followed by enclosing its target emotion domain. Next, we formally construct the target problem into a generic framework and finally, unfold the solution through this novel hybrid optimization model with the description of all the constituent elements.
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The overall architecture and flow of the proposed recommendation system are illustrated in Fig. 1 . EmoWare is composed of two main constituents: one for learning and adapting shortterm behavior and another for learning long-term trends.
Reinforcement Learning agent (RL-Agent) captures inputs from the user's activity using data provided by video-player and camera feed to formulate policies in coherence with the behavior shown by the user and to retrieve a small subset of video from a large video corpus. These videos are generally relevant to the dynamic real-time behavior shown by the user to the system. Here, a broad level of personalization is achieved via collaborative filtering.
In order to make the system more context-aware to provide an appropriate personalized recommendation, relative importance is learned based on patterns and trends from user's feedback history. The task is accomplished by providing a rich set of contextual features to a deep neural network describing a user's emotional states and temporal preferences.
Execution Engine is the premier node for connecting the entire work-flow of the system. It controls all the data flow channels of feeder unit, RL-Agent, RNN as well as fetching data from video corpus and updating video annotations as per general users' feedback. The design allows live data streams to be recorded and processed in a stable and parallel fashion.
B. CONTRIVING EMOTION DOMAIN
Most of the existing works, as highlighted in section II, either represent the affective analysis through valence and arousal values or in the form of aggregate dominant emotions in the entire sample. Although, research in the affective domain using above mentioned technique reduces the overhead of identifying the core emotions values, however, in the real world, video excerpts usually contains a blend of emotions with the varying dominance of different emotions in different segments and a framework with continuous annotations using core emotion values on entire video length can be more effective in affective representation. Eminent theories and frameworks on discrete emotions such as Paul Ekman's [19] suggested that there are 6 ''basic emotions'': happiness, surprise, fear, sadness, anger, and disgust. Therefore, while modeling emotion domain of EmoWare, we extract out ''basic'' emotions from the pool of valence-arousal (V-A) circumplex [18] and consequently, joy, fear, and sadness are chosen as primary emotions from first 3 quadrants of V-A emotion plane as shown in Fig. 2 to obtain continuous annotations for each video of the corpus. Eventually, a video is represented by an emotion vector (E-Vector) embracing 3 dimensions (Joy, Sadness, and Fear), Eqn. 1, where each dimension represents the average intensity of that emotion in the entire video.
where, E, S, F represent Joy, Sadness, Fear respectively and n represent sample index 1 ≤ n ≤ N . The aggregate value of each dimension presented here is guided by Affectiva [6] , an emotion measurement technology company that evolved out of MIT's Media Lab, which analyzes emotions based on 33 facial points. To associate facial expressions to emotions, EMFACS mappings developed by [8] have been referred. Table 2 shows the final distribution of the features considered for each emotional component.
C. FRAMING SCENARIO INTO MARKOV MODEL
Traditional memory-based and model-based recommender systems [39] do not consider the sequence in which videos are watched by the viewers which play an important role in developing a close personalized understanding of the users, thus, providing a useful contribution in increasing the accuracy of the recommender system. To account for this factor in EmoWare, we model the sequence of videos watched by a user, as a Markov Decision Process (MDP).
An MDP is a mathematical architecture for sequential stochastic decision problem [40] which is represented by a tuple consisting of a set of finite states, a set of finite actions, a reward function, a probability or transition function, and a discount factor. For each discrete time step t {0, 1, 2, . . .}, the agent always stays in a some state s t , and among the possible actions available in state s, a t A, the agent moves to the next state s t+1 by state transition function T (s t , a t ), simultaneously, receiving a reward r t from the environment as per reward function R(s t , a t , s t+1 ). In a certain state s, the action a is selected based on a policy π(s). Reinforcement Learning aims to solve MDP by finding this optimal policy π that maximizes the expected cumulative reward G, known as return, through state-action value function Q π (s, a). The expected value of the return G obtained from episodes starting from a certain state s with the action a. Q π (s, a) can be expressed as follows:
where, γ is the discount factor 0 < γ ≤ 1.
1) CONSTRUCTING STATES AND DEFINING ACTIONS
As described in Section III-B, since each video has a unique emotion vector (E-Vector) associated with it, each video is considered to be delineating a unique emotional state and the user's emotional state is assumed to be exactly resembling the state of the video being watched, independent of the previously visited videos i.e. there is a one-to-one mapping between user's and video's emotional states respectively (the degree of association of which is described in Section III-C.2), and actions denote the operations which cause transitions from one state (video) to another. Table 3 lists the set of possible actions at each state.
2) DESCRIBING REWARD FUNCTION
To evaluate the feedback from the environment, RL agents use reward function in decision making to find optimal policies. In the present scenario, the world/environment is first created by the users through watching videos (visiting states) and taking actions according to their standpoints to create a connected weighted graph which acts as input to the algorithms. To solve such MDP, EmoWare has three major components of reward function which are composed of a total of 10 actions as shown in Table 3 . User feedback captured by-
• Feedback Monitor II (web cam) (constitutes R 3(t) ) The final cumulative reward function is shown by Eqn. 3:
where, R 1(t) , R 2(t) and R 3(t) are the three components of the total reward (R t ) at time t respectively. Each one of them represents the cumulative reward which is equal to the weighted summation of all the action in the respective sets.
where, wa i is the weight of the i th action chosen. Table 3 gives a detailed description of weights of each action in reward components R 1(t) and R 2(t) respectively. These values have been chosen empirically such that we get correct user feedback and the effects of mistakenly taken actions get nullified.
To calculate the third component of the reward function, (R 3(t) ), user's emotional trends, as recorded by the system, are compared with the general trend (average trend computed from the feedback of previous viewers) of that video. But the recorded feedback is quite sensitive and can have unconventional variations w.r.t lag, level of understanding, present mood, lack of expressions, etc. as shown in Fig. 3 .
Therefore, a one-to-one comparison is not possible to evaluate the obtained series with the general one. So to best evaluate the feedback, the obtained series is first filtered to smooth out short-term fluctuations and emphasize longterm trends. Since more sensitivity is needed w.r.t the most recent trends over the short term, we have chosen exponential moving average (EMA) or exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) as the smoothing function, an infinite impulse response filter, which for a given series Y, is defined as follows:
where, Y t is the value at a time period t, S t is the value of the EMA at any time period t and coefficient α, defined as α = 2/(N + 1), is a constant smoothing factor between 0 and 1 representing the degree of weighting decrease. In this study, best results are produced when window size (N) is chosen to be 5, representing 5 data points of 5 seconds respectively. Multiple segments of the video's general emotional trend are then compared with corresponding segments of the current feedback (we elucidate a segment by a pair of timestamps with non-zero emotional intensity values between them and zero outside). For comparison of two segments, we used Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test statistic [20] to measure the goodness of fit of the feedback with the general one. K-S test is a non-parametric test to measure the closeness between two empirical cumulative distribution functions (ECDF), the criterion of which is defined as the maximum value of the absolute difference between two empirical cumulative distribution functions (Eqn. 6):
where, S 1,m and S 2,n are the empirical cumulative distribution functions of the first and second sample respectively. The final reward value is based on the z-score of cumu-
So lesser the z-value, more will be the positive reward and vice-versa. The standard score of a raw score x is calculated as follows:
where, µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the population respectively.
D. TEMPORAL DIFFERENCE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
Temporal difference (TD) learning [41] refers to a class of model-free reinforcement learning methods which learns by bootstrapping from the current estimate of the value function. It approximates their current estimate based on some policy created through self-experience, thus an absence of environment's prior knowledge has zero impact on its performance which makes TD techniques quite suitable for learning in dynamic environments. In this problem, the world is composed of states but actions specific to each state are not predefined. They are user-formulated (once a user starts interacting with the system and visit states). So to learn a new world like this, EmoWare uses two such techniques: SARSA (an On-Policy TD Control strategy) and Q-Learning (an Off-Policy TD Control strategy). For a random walk with an alternating sequence of states and state-action pairs, as shown in Fig. 4 , in simplest form, the two algorithms, SARSA and Q-Learning are described by Eqn. 8 and Eqn. 9 and details are given by Algorithms 1 and 2 respectively.
where, (s t , a t ) and r t represent the (state, action) pair and reward at time t respectively. r t+1 is the reward obtained after performing action a t in state s t , s t+1 represents the next state, α is the learning rate and γ is the discount factor. In our experiment, values of α and γ are 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. Our problem very closely resembles a multi-armed bandit problem where the objective is to find a solution which can give us maximum long-term profits by balancing exploration and exploitation. Among many approximate solutions we have used one of the semi-uniform strategies, the -greedy policy with exponential decay:
where, t is the value at time t and 0 is the initial value (set to 0.1 i.e. 10% exploration).
Selecting a higher at the beginning and reducing over time helps in finding the optimal action earlier and also get good long-term rewards. The decay constant λ also affects the overall average reward. In [2] , the effect of different values of λ on both the algorithms are shown and 0.1 is adopted as the ideal value as it gives the maximum average reward, hence, we take the same value. Talking about function f (a t ), we assume that long and sudden jumps towards high intensity of any emotion are not ideal, therefore, we use cosine similarity measure to recommend the next video whose E-Vector is among 3 nearest E-Vectors relative to present video to avoid abrupt jumps and ensure smooth transitions.
E. DBRNN TO MODEL LONG-TERM CONTEXT-AWARE BEHAVIOR 1) CONTEXTUAL FEATURES
The process of extracting out contextual features for contextaware recommendation has primarily been relying on auxiliary information sources such as user metadata (e.g. gender, age, topics of interest etc.), video metadata (e.g. genre) or session based information (e.g. click rate, location, device etc.) which have been quite promising for context representation. Having more information can be advantageous but it also increases the dimensionality of the input feature vector and can make it highly sparse. Henceforth, it's necessary to represent the knowledge that just suffices. Consequently, in our study, we consider the following features to train our system:
• Timestamp: fragmented into discrete features -hour, weekday and month.
• Emotion Type: a component of emotion from E-Vector • Magnitude: level of intensity (High, Moderate, Low)
• Video Type: movie clip, music video These discrete features are passed through a hash function to obtain one-hot encoded vector representations to be fed to EmoWare's learning network.
2) LONG SHORT-TERM MEMORY NETWORKS
Recurrent Neural Network is a derivative of the artificial neural network which provides a generalization of feedforward neural networks to sequences with the ability to process arbitrary sequence of inputs. RNNs have recently been observed to achieve state-of-the-art results from learning temporal sequences, be it time-series modeling, speech-recognition, etc., for generating sequential data such as in machine translation. The success of LSTM networks over conventional RNN architecture by overcoming vanishing gradient problem and learning long-term dependencies with ease unfenced another dimension of learning in many more applications. References [14] and [15] have shown that only unidirectional RNNs restricts learning ability of models by making use of only previous context.
Bidirectional RNNs can compute backward hidden sequence along with computing forward sequence in two separate hidden layers which can enrich the understanding of generative models in both the input directions. A deeper architecture posses higher learning potential, here it is achieved by stacking multiple bi-directional hidden layers on top of each other and ensuring that every hidden layer collects inputs from both forward as well as backward layers at the level just below it. But during the testing phase, we found that very deep network configuration only over-fits the data and do not contribute to the performance VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Screenshot of EmoWare's web-app interface displayed to participants.
improvement. Therefore, EmoWare's final configuration employed a 2-layer multi-cell bidirectional LSTM network.
The LSTM cell is deployed with the standard implementation [21] with changes represented by Equations 11, 12 and 13. For a given input sequence, x = (x 1 , ... . . . , x T ), RNN uses a hidden state representation h = (h 1 , . . . , h T ) so that it can map the input x to the output sequence y = (y 1 , . . . , y T ). To compute this representation, it iterates through the following recurrence equations: (13) to show the input to each intermediate neuron at level i is the output of the RNN at layer i − 1 at the same time-step t and outputŷ, at each time-step, is the result of propagating input parameters through all hidden layers (Eqn. 13).
To summarize, for a sequence of inputs X = {vc t }, t = 1, . . . , T where, vc t is one-hot encoded video id and context vector at time step t, EmoWare produces likely sequence of video to be used as recommendations, the joint probability p(x) of which is represented as follows:
i.e., we model p(X), the probability of the next video in a context given that we have a history of the sequence of videos with contexts.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
To investigate the performance of proposed EmoWare architecture, we conducted the experiment for a month and obtained results through 7 studies with different sets of 5 real users, ranging in age from 18-30 years having different educational backgrounds. Participants were provided with the participation agreements to obtain their consent for this research. Procured results are compared using various evaluation metrics with detailed description given in the following sections.
A. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
To implement the proposed EmoWare's system architecture, we created an end-to-end framework including a web application and a back-end model training server. The interface of the application presented to the users is shown in Fig. 5 . Since collecting user opinion/feedback upon the recommendation of videos through manual mechanisms can be quite irritating, to automatize the feedback process without affecting and notifying the user, EmoWare's system is built with two monitors: 1) A video player and 2) A live camera stream to feed data of 33 facial points to Affectiva models. A realtime graph is provided for user reference, to display the intensity of induced viewer emotions as seen by the system on a continuous time scale. A detailed functionality of each of the components is described as follows:
• Video Player: One of the system's components which apart from playing the content, is an important source to collect user response. It provides the user, a choice to choose between movies and video songs through filters present in the extended control panel. Every user action such as skipping, liking or disliking, rating, forwarding, replying, etc., is constantly monitored and audited by the system. Each action has a reward associated with it which drives the system to make decisions about the user's present emotional preferences.
• Live Web Camera: We take into account the fact that analyzing user's mood, cognitive behavior in real time and the extent to which the user is getting affected while watching a video, can greatly aid in modeling temporal user preferences effectively. To achieve this, the system is built with a live webcam feedback mechanism to stream user's facial emotions and expressions data throughout the video length. Fig. 6 shows the affective feedback captured by the system as the viewer watches videos. As different viewers watch a video, the approach helps in evolving the initial annotated video corpus into a more precise representation of affective states and intensities to create a video timeline with general trends for the considered set of emotions. The general trends are then compared with the viewer's trend, to calculate the impact and take decision for the next recommendation, as described in section III-C.2.
B. DATASET DESCRIPTION 1) ANNOTATION
Although there are many publicly available databases for emotion recognition in videos and related affective domain, none of them provides continuous annotations based on the induced basic emotions in viewers for a sufficiently large length of movies as well as music videos. Generally, the available annotated datasets are only around valencearousal dimensions. Some of them have global discrete labels on emotions while others have short-length videos (5 sec -2 min long). The content of some datasets is either old and of very less interest to the user or they have been watched. As a result, the intensity of evoked emotions in viewers is less intense, mostly neutral rather. Also, the presence of both music and movie clips in the same database is a dearth. The semantics of exhibited emotions is strongly related to the context of the situation and generally has cascading effects i.e. an emotion is an outcome of a series of activities happened in the past and not just instantaneous. Annotations provided by human labelers can best describe the impact and the intensity of induced emotions in such situations, thus, overcoming the limitation of machine-based VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. General affective intensity distribution graphs of 6 sample videos being obtained as the result of the annotation process. Graphs of the sample videos in the left and the right columns belong to high and low affective intensity categories respectively. annotations where tracking context in videos is a very challenging task. That said, along with the best possible affective information extraction from FilmStim [29] and LIRIS-ACCEDE [22] movie databases, we manually collected videos from one of the most popular video sharing websites, YouTube. The distribution of the final dataset w.r.t valence-arousal space and intensity categorization is shown in Table 4 .
After obtaining dataset, the annotation process is carried out in two phases. In the initial phase, it is achieved by extracting out key video frames using standard histogram color difference techniques [23] , [24] and feeding them into Affectiva. This is done to seed the categorization process. The next level of annotation is achieved through crowdsourcing where more than 30 annotators participated. Since the degree of comfortability and ambiance affect one's mood, each one of them was required to simply explore the corpus as much as possible for a month with their webcam switched on to collect facial data while sitting in their comfort zone with no lab and experimental conditions. In order to get a naive feedback, only the first two feedback of a user per video is considered if the user repeats the visited/watched video. A live camera stream feeds the system with the facial points and Affectiva models provide continuous annotations based on streaming inputs. Furthermore, to validate the feedback, annotators are presented with a questionnaire at the end or before switching each video, containing questions related to their level of involvement, the perception of the content, context understanding, etc. to get precise information about the opinion of the user regarding the affective state of the watched content. As shown in [67] - [70] this is important because there can be differences in presented expressions v/s true perceived emotions and the estimates should reflect the true feelings of the annotator. Expected emotions are derived from the obtained answers using likelihood and correlation based techniques similar to [62] . Samples are then categorized into high, moderate and low affective intensity using the obtained continuous data and derived results above. The process results in a dataset containing videos in each category of emotion having following attributes: Fig. 7 represents the semantics of exhibited affective intensity distribution of 6 sample videos belonging to joy, sadness, and fear states respectively, obtained after the annotation process. Sample videos' affective curves presented at the left belong to high emotional intensities while those at the right belong to low emotional intensities. The intensity values are represented by ordinate axis w.r.t. a continuous time scale of 0.5 seconds, represented by abscissa axis.
2) INTER-RATER RELIABILITY
Inter-rater reliability is a measure to express the degree of agreement amongst the annotators taking part in an experiment. It is important to assess the consistency of annotations as it reflects the extent to which the data and information collected in a study are precise representations of the involved variables despite the subjective nature of a task. Percent agreement, Fleiss' kappa [58] and Krippendorffs alpha [59] are among the several statistical methods to measure inter-rater reliability but since percent agreement overestimates inter-annotator reliability as it does not take into account the agreement expected by chance, we, therefore, calculate Fleiss' kappa and Krippendoff's alpha to measure the annotation reliability. Their values range from −1 to 1, where, a value below 0 indicates disagreement among raters and negatively exceed what can be expected randomly, a value equal to 0 indicates no reliability, and a value higher than 0 represents an agreement between annotators (1 being perfectly reliable). Table 5 shows the analysis where it can be seen that all the values are positive and agreement is fair as per [61] , implying agreement to be better than coincidence and is similar to various other studies [66] and [22] .
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
System initialization with a seed video of a particular emotion class can either be automatic or manual. The automatic feature allows a user to sit back and the system takes input from the facial data to identify the emotional state and starts playing accordingly. Otherwise, the user can manually select the required video from the list of videos under different emotions category. The next recommendation will happen dynamically based on the affective intensity of the present video and user actions (like fast forwarding, replying, skipping, rating, liking/disliking) towards the played video. The logged actions and user's facial analysis are used to make decisions by the system about the user preferences and to identify the video segments with high emotion intensities respectively. We define a session or an episode as the duration for which users watch videos, interact with the system until they log out. We split the dataset randomly into training and test sets consisting of 70% and 30% of the videos for each emotion category. To train the system, initially, sessions are generated with a set of 20 videos with varying emotions and intensities and optimizations are done using RL on streaming data. After certain iterations, enough data is recorded by the system to train DBRNN on it. Context-aware sequences are then generated by DBRNN and fed to RL for optimization. Eventually, we compute the average performance on each metrics as highlighted in section IV-E. We consider that feedback through video player have an edge over facial feedback through the camera, α and β are tuned to give slightly more weights to R 1(t) and R 2(t) . Hence 0.34, 0.34 and 0.32 are chosen as corresponding weights of R 1(t) , R 2(t) and R 3(t) respectively.
1) SAMPLING RATE
It is worth mentioning that the efficiency and performance of the system are largely correlated as the sampling rate is largely affected by the hardware available. A high sampling rate of 30 FPS is usually preferred in order to properly capture certain categories of emotions which are highly spontaneous and transient such as fear. While desktop/laptop devices are capable of supporting such a high rate, the system is tuned to have a low rate of 5-15 FPS on resource intensive devices such as mobiles and tablets.
2) NETWORK TRANING DETAILS
EmoWare's neural network is trained using google's TensorFlow [13] with backpropagation through time.
To determine the loss of trained model, we have used softmax-cross-entropy function (as it's a numerically stable function which internally computes the softmax activation). We tested the performance with RMSProp, SGD, and Adam Optimizers to optimize the loss function and chose later one as it was performing relatively better. Other hyper-parameters comprise LSTM cells of 512 hidden units, square root decay of learning rate from 0.01 to 0.001 as training proceeds, 40K training iterations (∼ 40 epochs), gradient clipping of each cell using global norm with max_gradient norm is set to a max value of 10 to avoid gradient explosion.
D. SEARCH STRATEGY CLASSIFICATION
Search strategy or search behavior of users is highly dependent on the domain under study. Eminent studies and research in learning user models for text or music recommendation have benchmarks based on two general search strategy classes (exploration and exploitation) [2] , [30] . Therefore, in this study, we classify users' search behavior into 2 broad categories as described below: 1) Exploitative Users (Type-I): are the ones who tend to remain in the same state of emotions and show opposing behavior upon recommending videos of different emotion class. 2) Exploratory Users (Type-II): are those who prefer to visit other class of emotions as well with nonnegative feedback. To eliminate randomness and ensure a smooth transition from one emotion class to another, we recommend videos 1-times from the same class and times from other classes. Also taking into account the intensity factor, we recommend videos among the 3 videos which are closest to the E-Vector of the present video being watched using cosine similarity measure. Each behavior is evaluated on a number of standard protocols, the details of which are given in section IV-E.
E. EVALUATION
To quantify EmoWare's system performance, we used five state-of-the-art evaluation metrics [9] , [11] . We consider negative feedback as the error in prediction, observe the effect of top-k recommendations and false negatives (misses) on VOLUME 7, 2019 user experience (which are more important than recall due to the stated reason), account for number of futile attempts to reach a satisfactory recommendation and the duration after which a user drops off or clicks away, henceforth, RMSE, Precision@K, Bounce Rate per episode, Miss-to-Hit Ratio and Average Watch-Time in our domain, are defined by as follows:
1) ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR PER EPISODE
One of the standard and pure academic accuracy metric in the bulletins of recommendation system: Correct prediction, often quantified in terms of RMSE, is defined as follows:
where, NF(i) is the negative feedback received upon recommending i th video and n is the total number of visited (watched) videos in an episode.
2) PRECISION@K
To measure the average proportion of top-k relevant recommendations, mean precision at k is defined as:
where, rV(i) is the number of relevant videos in i th episode assuming n to be the size of set of relevant videos generated for an episode and N is the total number of episodes.
3) BOUNCE RATE (FNR OR 1-RECALL)
To measure the percentage of unsuccessful recommendations, bounce rate or false negative rate (FNR) is defined as:
where, drop(i) denotes the number of drops during i th episode, n is the size of generated set for an episode and N is the total number of episodes.
4) MISS-TO-HIT (K)
Its a measures of number of unsuccessful attempts required to get k successful recommendations, defined as follows:
where, drop(i) denotes the number of drops during i th episode, n is the size of generated set for an episode and N is the total number of episodes. 
5) WATCH-TIME
To account for user engagement over the total video length, average watch-time is defined as follows:
where, n is the size of video set of an episode, WL(i) and VL(i) are the watched and total lengths of the i th video respectively.
F. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We recorded user feedback from multiple episodes (where each episode consisted of a set of 15 videos) and averaged out the results to see how much predictions are optimized. When a user starts interacting with the system with no prior knowledge, being an instance of a collaborative filtering recommendation system, it suffers from the cold start problem thus initial errors are high as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . But as the count of episodes increases, more user data is collected and we observe a large decrement in error.
In the case of the exploitative behavior of users, Fig. 8 , it can clearly be seen that as the system encounters a new ecosystem, a surge in spike is witnessed, implying high negative feedback. But with increment in session count, there is a gradual decrease in height of such peaks and eventually, after 32 such sessions, both the algorithms converge to RMSE less than 0.05. Fig. 9 shows the case of exploratory users' behavior in which, as compared to the previous case, both the algorithms take more number of sessions to converge to RMSE below 0.05. The behavior is quite expected as fuzziness makes it difficult to generalize patterns. But over time, the learning trend shows ideal behavior with decreasing errors.
If the two graphs of both user types are compared, it can be concluded that when users want to stay in the same emotional state (case I), spikes are more sudden and comparatively high, which leads to a conclusion that the cognitive state of exploitative users is more sensitive as compared to exploratory users and they resist affective migrations into other states. Table 6 highlights the results for average precision @ 5, 10 and 15 respectively for all the possible user behavior and algorithm combinations. For P@5 almost both the algorithms perform similarly regardless of the search behavior of the users. But as K increases, RNN+Q-Learning starts showing clear dominance over RNN+SARSA for exploratory users while a total opposite behavior is observed in the case of exploitative users with an overall decrement in precision values. The behavior is quite expected as the exploration policy gets a larger search space to act with the increase is the size of the generated video subset. Fig. 10 shows the observed bounce rate for Shuffle, RNN+SARSA and RNN+Q-Learning for both kinds of users. Here, we can clearly observe that RNN+SARSA outperformed shuffle by almost 27% in case of exploitative users while RNN+Q-Learning does it by almost 17% for exploratory users. Fig. 11 shows the results for getting 15 successful recommendations. Relative to shuffle, RNN+Q-Learning provides an edge of almost 5 videos for exploratory users while RNN+SARSA gives an advantage of almost 6 videos. Table 7 list the mean and standard deviation of errors and watch-time for Shuffle, RNN+SARSA, and RNN+Q-Learning methods where the same behavior can be contemplated. We can observe that in the case of exploitative users, RNN+SARSA performs better than Shuffle and RNN+Q-Learning with less RMSE and more watch time while in case of exploratory users, RNN+Q-Learning outperforms the former two.
V. DISCUSSION
We compared our method with other affective analysis based video recommendation approaches which use facial expressions such as [78] , [79] . Our hybrid algorithms generally outperformed these models, by having a much lower RMSE against the MAE results for different scenarios as shown in [78] and better computed emotions as shown in [79] . The results are quite apparent as we monitor and learn real-time contextual user feedback that too with multidimensional user behavior to recommend content based on the affective alignment of the user with the watched video and users' history pattern. We also compared our approach with other collaborative filtering and content-based video recommendation models such as [71] - [74] which have been evaluated on Netflix and MovieLens datasets, where our method has shown noteworthy performance such as an average improvement of P@5 by 0.278. We also juxtaposed our approach with reinforcement learning based studies in music recommendations such as [2] . Since our model effectively models visual impact through videos which keep users more engaged with the process, it outperforms their model by showing improvements in almost all the metrics and certainly gives better comparison metrics such as decrement of 5.58% in bounce rate (using hybrid SARSA), difference of 2.6 in Miss-to-Hit(20) and 3.52% extra watch-time (using hybrid Q-Learning) etc.
As far as facial emotion recognition is considered, we used Affectiva's AFFDEX SDK which contains a data repository of 4 million faces analyzed in 75 countries. AFFDEX SDK performs face & facial landmark detection, face texture feature extraction, facial action classification and emotion expression modeling using both the standard and state-ofthe-art techniques such as Voila-Jones face detection algorithm, the histogram of oriented gradient features, SVM for classification and other machine & deep learning techniques. It outperforms the existing state-of-the-art techniques as mentioned in [7] . To validate the performance of facial expression classification in our use-case, we have compared the results with the standard benchmarks using Cohn−Kanada database [77] where the percentage of accuracy improvement by our method is 1.13%, 15.8%, and 4.12% relative to [64] , [75] , [76] respectively.
Examining the limitations of the proposed technique, one of the major limitations is related to the relative ranking of the annotated video dataset which is based on the explicit information obtained from annotators and the implicitly derived results through interaction & facial affective data analysis. Alternatively stating, it is possible that videos at extreme ranks are not properly justified with their ranking. Defining the relative scale is also necessary as the annotation process ends up in one of the extreme direction (High, Mid, and Low) otherwise. Also, if not rated just after watching, the viewer might lose the affective impact and the context in which it was watched.
There are several other factors which potentially affect the annotators, the feedback process and the error in prediction.
Firstly, there is a heavy implicit reliability on the fact that data obtained from participants is close to a realistic representation of the induced emotions. It was impossible to ascertain that annotators had not done annotation basis perceived emotion or the emotion they thought they should have felt. There are works where it has been shown that perceived emotion differ significantly from annotation and rating [60] .
Secondly, annotations made by participants are outside controlled lab conditions. There are numerous factors which can directly impact induced emotions in viewers including surroundings environment, the functionality of the gadget used and network connectivity. Regardless of these factors, inter-rater reliability reflects an overall agreement which could comparatively be better.
Thirdly, indeed, scalability is a major factor in the domain of affective computing, above shown results do not account for large-scale factors such as demography and geographic locations of the viewers, as shown in [63] , where the impact of these factors is highlighted. The methodology has only been tested in a crowd composed of not very diverse ethnicity, interests, cultural backgrounds, educational backgrounds and age groups. It is one of the future work to test the efficiency of the algorithms in more difficult environments.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed EmoWare, a novel approach which combines the potential of reinforcement learning and deep bidirectional recurrent neural networks for automatic personalized video recommendation.
To address the problem of lack of affective information of a newly added video to a platform, such as YouTube, we have shown systematic techniques to process videos to get required affective intensity aware annotation to assimilate the emotion and affective intensity domain of the video to a certain extent which gets refined over time when multiple user feedback is collected. To capture user's non-verbal affective feedback towards a video, we track implicit as well as explicit user interactions along with facial expressions, using real-time video streams, throughout video length, to train personalized reinforcement learning models for learning short-term dynamic affective behavior. We also demonstrated how the sequence of videos being watched in different contexts can help in learning long-term affective trends by providing a rich-context aware feature set to a deep bi-directional recurrent neural network. The correlation is evaluated by conducting an experiment on two different video datasets with real users possessing different dynamic behaviors and obtained results are statistically compared to show the effectiveness of two algorithms in both the scenarios.
For further studies, we plan to evaluate the proposed approach on a more heterogeneous population with the increased dimensionality of the feature vector to mine user preferences more effectively. Taking audio and textual features of videos into account, a general mood-based multimedia content recommendation framework can be created which can monitor users' behavior through body language (e.g. gesture, posture, etc.) and not just facial expressions, in real time. Furthermore, our approach potentially opens the doors for other applications such as automatic video summarization which is worth studying too.
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